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Abstract: The automated driving of agricultural machinery is of great significance for the agricultural
production efficiency, yet is still challenging due to the significantly varied environmental conditions
through day and night. To address operation safety for pedestrians in farmland, this paper proposes
a 3D person sensing approach based on monocular RGB and Far-Infrared (FIR) images. Since public
available datasets for agricultural 3D pedestrian detection are scarce, a new dataset is proposed,
named as “FieldSafePedestrian”, which includes field images in both day and night. The implemented
data augmentations of night images and semi-automatic labeling approach are also elaborated to
facilitate the 3D annotation of pedestrians. To fuse heterogeneous images of sensors with non-
parallel optical axis, the Dual-Input Depth-Guided Dynamic-Depthwise-Dilated Fusion network
(D5F) is proposed, which assists the pixel alignment between FIR and RGB images with estimated
depth information and deploys a dynamic filtering to guide the heterogeneous information fusion.
Experiments on field images in both daytime and nighttime demonstrate that compared with the
state-of-the-arts, the dynamic aligned image fusion achieves an accuracy gain of 3.9% and 4.5% in
terms of center distance and BEV-IOU, respectively, without affecting the run-time efficiency.

Keywords: heterogeneous sensor fusion; day- and nighttime perception; agricultural dataset; 3D
pedestrian detection

1. Introduction

In recent years, the widespread application of artificial intelligence in traditional
agriculture has drawn increased attention in researches. As one of the representatives,
the intelligent farm is conducive to improving the safety and efficiency in agricultural opera-
tions. Especially in the process of human-machine cooperation, machines attempt to install
sensors for environment perception to avoid accidents with working staff. With progress
in computer vision, visual sensors are prioritized for installation on agricultural machinery
to perceive surrounding objects like pedestrians.

Existing research such as [1,2] presented approaches for classifying pedestrians using
LiDAR point clouds and localizing them with high accuracy. However, their used sensors
are relatively expensive which will hinder their commercial application. RGB cameras,
with a relative low cost, can also provide rich environmental semantic information. More-
over, monocular camera images have been leveraged by deep learning approaches to
detect both 2D and 3D objects. For example, [3,4] proposed perception systems to extract
the semantic information from a front-view RGB image in the agricultural field and to
warn the driver before a possible pedestrian collision. However, normal cameras can be
easily affected by illumination changes or occlusions, which make them less appropriate
in dealing with different environmental surroundings through day and night. On the
contrary, FIR cameras have a strong response to the thermal radiator and therefore can be
implemented as a night vision sensor for pedestrian detection. However, the off-the-shelf
resolutions of FIR cameras are strongly limited, and thus the captured object information
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is not meticulous enough. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there are neither pub-
lic datasets available that address the detection of 3D pedestrians in varied agricultural
environments, which has further slowed down the related research.

Considering the above issues, this paper strives to build an RGB and FIR image-
based approach to detect 3D pedestrians in a low-light agricultural environment. As
shown in Figure 1, this paper mainly includes two parts: Dataset generation and 3D
pedestrian detection. On the one hand, based on the prior work [5], a new pedestrian
detection dataset “FieldSafePedestrian” is proposed with carefully annotated 3D labels
and extra augmented nighttime images. The whole labeled dataset is generated by mixing
manual and automatic annotation, and utilizing Cycle-GAN [6] and variant illumination
channel to expand the nighttime data. On the other hand, the Dual-Input Depth-guided
Dynamic-Depthwise-Dilated Fusion network (D5F) is proposed for 3D pedestrian detection
in farmland. The architecture deploys estimated depth information to guide the alignment
between color and FIR images, and further optimizes their fusion by dynamic filtering and
dilation convolutions.
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Figure 1. The framework of 3D pedestrian detection in farmland. Dataset generation and pedestrian detection are included
in this work. The FIR image pixels are aligned with RGB image pixels by the estimated depth map. Concatenated image
channels and estimated depth map are respectively imported to convolution networks to extract deep semantic features,
which are further fused to predict the 3D cylinder label of each pedestrian in the agricultural field.

The entire paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works are reviewed in
aspects of depth estimation, object detection, and the proposed pervasive dateset. Then
Section 3 presents the detailed procedure of dataset generation. The proposed pedestrian
detection method is described in Section 4. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, experiments are presented in Section 5. The paper concludes in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Although a large number of enterprises and universities have carried out research
on the unmanned operation of agricultural machinery, there are few studies on 3D pedes-
trian detection [7] in farmland based on heterogeneous cameras, and related datasets are
also scarce. Thus, in this section, we mainly summarize research from aspects of depth
estimation, 3D object detection, and datasets related to agriculture and 3D object detection.
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2.1. Depth Estimation Based on Monocular and FIR Images

The depth estimation of monocular images is currently based on deep neural net-
works with the learned parameters to estimate the depth value of each pixel in a camera
coordinate system. These researches can mostly be summarized in two aspects, supervised
learning and unsupervised learning, according to the availability of groundtruth. Super-
vised learning-based approaches request the real depth value of each pixel as groundtruth
and then estimate depth by regression losses. The prior work for depth estimation based
on monocular images was proposed by Eigen et al. [8] and it integrated surface normal esti-
mation and semantic segmentation in a coarse-to-fine manner. Liu et al. [9] and Li et al. [10]
combined deep learning and conditional random fields through an energy function to
assist depth estimation in both pixel and super-pixel levels. Iro et al. [11] designed a
specialized fully convolutional network to establish a fuzzy mapping relationship between
the color image and its depth. Unlike previous works, the DORN [12] regarded the depth
regression as a classification problem, which makes the network learning much more easier.
The work of BTS [13] was proposed to link feature maps from different decoding stages,
and geometric plane constraints were added during the network training process. Hereby,
the supervised learning strongly relies on depth labels, which are achieved by expensive
LiDAR measurement or by stereo vision estimation. However, the LiDAR measurement is
sparse and the accuracy of stereo estimation decreases at a far distance. Thus, there are
still difficulties in obtaining accurate and dense depth values in traffic scenarios, which
increases the difficulty of implementation.

On the other hand, unsupervised learning-based approaches attempt to estimate
the depth according to the movement of each pixel in consecutive frames along with
the motion state of camera. Zhou et al. [14] designed networks to respectively predict
the depth of each pixel and the camera pose. The network was trained by comparing
the reconstructed adjacent frame with the real frame, thus no groundtruth for depth
value is required. The GeoNet [15] integrated an optical flow estimation module into
the previous work, forming a multi-task learning approach for the joint estimation of
both depth and camera pose. The MonodepthV2 [16] improved the depth precision
with innovative theories including the minimum luminosity reprojection error, the full-
resolution multi-scale sampling, and the automatic mask loss function, and achieved
state-of-the-art performance. However, depth values estimated by above approaches
cannot directly yield object detection results. They are mostly used as auxiliary information
to improve the accuracy of 3D pedestrian detection.

2.2. 3D Object Detection Based on Monocular and FIR Images

3D object detection can obtain the 3D pose of an object and thus supplement the
depth and spatial size of 2D detection. In assumption-based methods, Mono3D [17] and
Mono3D++ [18] used 3D candidate boxes or shape prior to establish the correspondence
between two-dimensional and three-dimensional information. 3D information can also
be extracted by key points and template matching. The Deep-MANTA [19] designed a
multi-task network and compared detected 2D feature points with predefined vehicle key
points, and obtain the 3D information by key point matching. The ROI-10D [20] described
vehicles with a 3D model and estimated the 3D bounding box by regressing the shape
information of the vehicle. The Smoke [21] defined the 3D projection center of each object
as a key point and proposed two network branches respectively for the regression of 2D
coordinates of an object key point and the shape and pose information. Based on the
CenterNet [22], Li et al. [23] elaborated joint losses with regard to the depth, angle, and
size of the object to predict key points.

Moreover, Mousavian et al. [24] modified the previous 2D detection network and
proposed the 3D detection method, Deep3Dbox, for the direct regression of the space size
and yaw angle of a vehicle. M3D-RPN [25] exploited the 3D cube anchor based on a 2D
anchor and integrated additional network branch to effectively improve the 3D detection
result. With the predicted depth information, Xu et al. [26] combined a depth estimation
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network with Deep3Dbox [24] to fuse the Region of Interest (ROI) and depth map, then
predicted the object in 3D space. The Pseudo-LiDAR [27] employed the DORN [12] network
to estimate the pixel depth, then converted the depth map to the pseudo point cloud using
the corresponding geometric relationship. The 3D boxes are finally obtained by point cloud
processing network FPointNET [28]. The PatchNet [29] transformed an estimated depth
map of a detected 2D proposal into an image which used (x, y, z) coordinates as three
channels. Then the 3D detector processed the fake image to predict the 3D bounding box.
The D4LCN [30] also utilized the depth estimation module to construct a depth-oriented
dynamic convolution kernel to assist the feature extraction of RGB images, and achieved
the best results on mono 3D detection of the KITTI benchmark [31]. Although the 3D
object detection has been developed in decades, the mentioned researches could not be
directly employed in an agricultural environment because of field surroundings, vegetation
occlusions, or low-light conditions.

2.3. Datasets of 3D Object Detection

According to captured scenarios, existing public datasets for 3D object detection can be
categorized as indoor and outdoor datasets. Typical datasets for an indoor environment are
the Linemod [32] and the YCB-Video [33] which normally provided 3D boxes of household
objects, such as food boxes, cans, and toys. Datasets for an outdoor environment include
the benchmarks of KITTI [31], Apollocar3D [34], and NuScenes [35]. These datasets were
popularly used for the development of autonomous driving algorithms in urban scenes.
Nevertheless, agricultural perception datasets are relatively infrequent. The available
and large-scale datasets in farmland mainly include the Marulan [36], NREC [37], and
FieldSafe [5] dataset. Among them, the Marulan designed an unmanned ground vehicle
with a wide variety of sensors to collect data in rural scenes. The NREC consisted of 2D
labeled stereo videos of people in orange and apple orchards taken from two agricultural
vehicles. The FieldSafe presented a multi-modal dataset for obstacle detection in grassland.
The groundtruths of this dataset only included rough labels with object location and classes.
Since data with rich spatial information and high accuracy such as LiDAR are required to
provide 3D groundtruth in 3D information recognition, among above farmland datasets,
only the FieldSafe dataset contains raw LiDAR data and is thus reprocessed with 3D
pedestrian labels in this paper.

3. Dataset Preprocessing and Label Generation

As no existing dataset is available for 3D pedestrian detection by fusion of hetero-
geneous RGB and FIR images, the new dataset of the FieldSafePedestrian is proposed,
which is established based on the data of FieldSafe [5]. The FieldSafe dataset comprises
approximately 2 h of data sequences of LiDAR, RGB camera, FIR camera, and GPS recorded
with the Robot Operating System (ROS). These sensors are mounted at external positions
of a tractor driving in a grass mowing scenario. During driving, the tractor changes its
direction multiple times. Thus, there are images captured in different perspectives in
this dataset. Moreover, the dataset also includes images with varied backgrounds such
as different vegetation and houses, with changed distances to the tractor during driving.
Additionally, scenarios with moving objects, especially the pedestrians with different sizes,
poses, locations, and occlusion degrees are captured in this dataset. This dataset considers
pedestrians and harvesters as foreground objects but does not provide 3D object labels.
To build the novel 3D subdataset, i.e., the FieldSafePedestrian, monocular RGB images,
FIR images, and LiDAR points are extracted from the raw data. There are in total 48,638
monocular images with a resolution of 1024× 544, 167,409 FIR images with a resolution of
640× 512, and 110,084 frames of LiDAR point clouds. All extracted data are synchronized
by the timestamp recorded with ROS. The spatial alignment is based on the intrinsic pa-
rameters of cameras and the extrinsic parameters among different sensors provided by the
FieldSafe.
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The original FieldSafe unfortunately did not provide 3D pedestrian labels which
has further reduced its utilization in an agricultural perception task. In order to exploit
heterogeneous information fusion, 3D cylinder labels are generated for pedestrians in
each frame, forming the new dataset FieldSafePedestrian. The label generation mainly
includes two steps: The semi-automatic annotation for the 2D bounding box of pedestrians
and the 3D cylinder generation by separating and clustering the LiDAR point clouds.
Beforehand, the invalid data is eliminated and the dataset is augmented with low-light
images by deep learning-based generation methods. The details of each step are given in
the following subsections.

3.1. Data Preparation and Augmentation

The 3D pedestrian labels for each image are generated with the help of LiDAR point
cloud. However in the original dataset, the sensor platform moving on unstructured roads
results in unaligned data pairs due to the jolt. A different sensor frame rate also increases
the spatial alignment error of the multi-sensor data. Here a novel method is proposed
to filter out alignment errors. Firstly, one pair of RGB image and LiDAR point frame is
selected with accurate alignment as template. The template RGB image is denoted as Irgb

t ,
and the template point cloud is projected to the image plane to build a pseudo image
Ilidar

t . Secondly, for any other image Irgb
i of the i-th frame, by using the SIFT descriptor [38],

the associated feature point sets of Irgb
t and Irgb

i are obtained, denoted as prgb
t and prgb

i .
Analogously, the associated feature point sets of pseudo image Ilidar

t and Ilidar
i are denoted as

plidar
t and plidar

i (shown in Figure 2). Thirdly, the perspective transform matrix Hi between

RGB image Irgb
i and pseudo image Ilidar

i is calculated according to the associated point
coordinates using Equation (1).Xrgb
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where (Xrgb
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i ) denote point coordinates of prgb
i and plidar

i . Analo-

gously, the perspective transform matrix Ht between RGB image Irgb
t and pseudo image

Ilidar
t can be obtained. Fourthly, the matrix Ht and Hi are reformulated as vectors Vt and

Vi. By calculating the similarity Sim of Vt and Vi with Equation (2), the alignment degree
between RGB image and LiDAR points of frame i is obtained.
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Figure 2. Matched feature points. The SIFT descriptor is utilized to conduct point matching and calculate the perspective
transform matrix between the current frame and the template.
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In this work, two methods are chosen to augment the dataset with low-light RGB
images. The first one is the Cycle-GAN [6] which designed cyclic consistency losses to
achieve style transformation with unpaired training datasets. This learning-based network
is used to generate virtual nighttime images in experiments. For a better fidelity, both
daytime and nighttime images from the large-scale dataset BDD100K [39] are applied to
train the network, as shown in Figure 3.

Real Daytime Data

Cycle-GAN NetworkTraining

Real Nighttime Data

Inference

Real Daytime Data

Virtual Nighttime Data

Cycle-GAN Network

Figure 3. The training and inferring phase of Cycle-GAN. The network is trained with daytime and nighttime images from
BDD100K [39], and utilize the trained network to generate virtual nighttime images.

Additionally, RGB images are converted into the HSV color space and adjust the
brightness channel to generate dim light images. This method can avoid the problem of an
unreal light spot learned by the Cycle-GAN from dataset BDD100K [39], but the images
show low similarity to the real nighttime scenario. Samples of generated low-light images
are shown in Figure 4, where HSV-25 means that the brightness of the image is reduced by
25%, and the same annotation applies to HSV-50 and HSV-75.

Daytime original 

Low - light ( Cycle – GAN ) 

Low - light ( HSV – 25 ) 

Low -light ( HSV – 50 ) 

Low -light ( HSV – 75 )

Figure 4. Generation of low-light images. From top to bottom are images in daytime, generated images by Cycle-GAN,
generated images by reducing brightness of 25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively.
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3.2. Generation of 3D Pedestrian Labels

Annotation for multi-sensor data is an extremely tedious task. It requires human
experts with a lot of experience to accurately identify all the related LiDAR points which
are corresponding to objects in the image. In this work, a semi-automatic annotation
method is provided for a 3D perception task. First, a pinch of images are manually
annotated with 2D bounding box labels and used to fine-tune a 2D detection network to
annotate the rest images. The detection errors are only a few and revised by human experts.
Second, LiDAR points are projected onto the image plane and the portion covered 2D
bounding boxes is cropped. For the cropped points, the ground points are further removed
and clustering based on Euclidean distance is conducted to find points on the pedestrian.
Third, a 3D cylinder is generated according to the clustered LiDAR points. In comparison
with a 3D bounding box, which is represented by its center, width, length, height, and yaw
angle, the 3D cylinder is identified only by its center, radius, and height. Thus, the 3D
cylinder label has fewer parameters than a cube which eases the regression task by the
network. In the above annotation procedure, the 2D box provides a coarse lateral position
for the object, which is key to the 3D label generation. By employing the semi-automation
of 2D labels, the entire annotation process can be accelerated and thus the annotation work
can be kept at a low labor and low time cost.

As aforementioned, a pinch of filtered images are firstly annotated by the open-source
tool LabelImg [40], which is a graphical image annotation tool for labeling images with 2D
bounding boxes and saving annotations files in PASCAL VOC, YOLO, or CreateML formats.
The images are further divided into subsets with 2000 for training, 250 for validation,
and 250 for testing. The fine-tuned network is the improved Cascade-RCNN [41] which
employs the HRNet [42] as a substitute of the default backbone and modifies the anchor
size by K-Means clustering [43] according to the distribution of 2D labels. The network
is implemented by PyTorch. The epoch number is set to 24. Other training details are
referred to Cascade-RCNN [41]. The ablation experiments on 2D detection demonstrate
that the used network performs superior to both the Faster-RCNN [44] and the original
Cascade-RCNN [41] on average precision (AP), as shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. Thus, it
is more suitable as an automatic annotation tools.

Table 1. Comparison of 2D detection results on three metrics: Mean AP (mAP), AP with a threshold
of 0.5 and 0.7, respectively (AP-0.5, AP-0.7). The best values are displayed in bold.

Methods Bbox-mAP (↑) Bbox-AP-0.5 (↑) Bbox-AP-0.75 (↑)
Faster-RCNN [44] 0.416 0.596 0.421

Cascade-RCNN [41] 0.524 0.704 0.562
Proposed (+HRNet) 0.556 0.729 0.590

Proposed (+modified anchor) 0.528 0.708 0.569
Proposed (+HRNet+modified anchor) 0.558 0.733 0.593

In the next step, 3D cylinder labels of each image are generated according to the
LiDAR points and 2D labels are obtained. The ground points are firstly filtered by the
RANSAC algorithm [45]. Thereafter, the remaining points are projected into a camera
coordinate system, and those enclosed by the 2D box are kept. The enclosed point cloud is
further clustered by the DBSCAN algorithm [46] to remove noise points in the background.
Since LiDAR points on a pedestrian is relatively sparse in the dataset, the points may not
completely cover the body surface. Therefore, the size of a corresponding point cluster
may not be consistent with the the spatial size of the pedestrian.

Hence, an additional size correction procedure is implemented. First, the average
depth of LiDAR points and the 2D box center are used to jointly determine the location
of a 3D cylinder in the camera coordinate system. The cylinder is initialized with the
smallest pedestrian size (similar to a child) in the dataset. After that, the center coordinates,
the height, and the radius of the cylinder are adjusted to gradually increase its size, until
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the projected shape of the cylinder is inscribed in the corresponding 2D bounding box.
The final cylinder is the 3D label of the pedestrian, with samples shown in Figure 6.

Faster-RCNN Cascade-RCNN Improved Cascade -RCNN

Figure 5. Examples of 2D detection results.

Figure 6. 3D pedestrian labels and annotated image samples.

After data preparation, the FieldSafePedestrian dataset totally consists of 48,120 data
pairs of synchronized RGB image, FIR image, and LiDAR point cloud frame. Therein,
17,090 pairs contain positive images and have corresponding annotation files, and a total
of 30,336 pedestrians in sitting, lying, and standing postures are marked with 3D cylinder
labels. Most pedestrians occupy a 20–80 pixel height and within the range of 5–40 m from
the camera. Finally, the dataset is augmented by aforementioned methods of Cycle-GAN,
HSV-25, HSV-50, and HSV-72. Thus, the dataset is increased by a factor of ×4 by adding
the low-light images.

4. Methods

The Dual-Input Depth-Guided Dynamic-Depthwise-Dilated Fusion network (D5F) is
proposed based on the prior work [30]. This new network strives to fuse the information
from both FIR and RGB images to perform 3D pedestrian detection, which can lead to
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a more robust and accurate solution based on the advantage of rich RGB semantics and
strong resistance to illumination changes by far-infrared sensing in a dark agricultural
operation environment. The entire network consists of a depth estimation module, a data
fusion module, a depth-guided dynamic local convolutional module, and a detection head,
as shown in Figure 1. The contributions come mainly in following aspects:

• The depth map of RGB image is predicted by the depth estimation module, and assists
the pixel alignment between RGB and FIR image thus building the concatenated
channels for feature extraction network;

• The 3D cube is replaced by the 3D cylinder as the network output, which reduces
regression parameters of the network and is conducive to its learning;

• Extensive experiments are conducted on the FieldSafePedestrian dataset for 3D cylin-
der detection, and demonstrates the efficacy of the improved network in comparison
with other state-of-the-art methods.

4.1. Depth Estimation Module

The depth estimation module needs to output the pixel-wise depth value, which poses
high requirements on the feature extractor. The depth estimation module is implemented
based on the BTS network [13], which is selected according to experimental results in
Section 5.1. This network includes a pyramid structure based on the dilated convolution.
In each pyramid layer, a different dilated convolution rate is assigned to the convolution
operation. Information from different receptive fields can be effectively fused in the
network to extract multi-scale features.

The network estimates depth map of monocular images and is learned with supervi-
sion by LiDAR points. The obtained depth map is applied in two aspects in the proposed
D5F. On one hand, the depth value assists the registration of FIR and monocular images,
which can then be fused as heterogeneous sensing signal channels. On the other hand,
the predicted depth map can provide spatial information which is useful for guiding the
3D perception task in the depth guidance module.

4.2. Data Fusion Module

The FIR camera senses far-infrared rays from the environment, and interprets the
ray intensity as the pixel value of a gray image. FIR sensors are not sensitive to the
sunlight and thus is suitable for detecting pedestrians in low-light environments. In
order to combine advantages of both types of sensing information, alignment between
the FIR and RGB image is conducted, which are merged as network input to improve the
detection robustness.

Since both the perspective and field of view differ between the monocular RGB
camera and FIR camera, and the depths corresponding to image pixels are variant, the
fixed transform matrix such as the homography cannot be directly applied to the data
registration. In this work, the depth information obtained by the depth estimation module
in Section 4.1 is used to assist the alignment between the RGB and FIR image.

The alignment process is shown in Figure 7. According to the estimated depth map,
for each RGB pixel, a 3D point in the RGB camera coordinate system can be obtained.
The 3D point is further transformed into the FIR camera coordinate system based on the
extrinsic parameters by the sensor setup. By projecting the 3D point in the FIR image plane,
the associated pixel in the FIR image is obtained. In this way, a pixel-to-pixel association
between the RGB and FIR image is established. Data registration and data fusion can be
completed through the corresponding relationship.
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RGB camera 
intrinsic matrix

3D coordinates of RGB pixel points 
in infrared camera coordinate system

Correspondence lookup table of 
RGB and infrared pixel points

Extrinsic matrix 
between RGB and 

infrared camera

Infrared camera 
intrinsic matrix

2D pixel coordinates in RGB 
image and estimated depth

3D coordinates of RGB pixel points 
in RGB camera coordinate system

Figure 7. Procedure of data registration between the RGB image and FIR image.

4.3. Depth Guidance Module

The D5F network utilizes a deep guidance module to extract deep features respec-
tively by two backbone networks, represented as the feature extraction network and the
convolution kernel generation network. The first backbone uses the concatenated image
channels as the network input and infers the feature map F1 and the learned weights
A1, A2, A3 for different dilated convolution rates. The feature map F1 also flows into the
shift pooling module [47] which replaces the convolution process by the shift operation
of feature map. Thus, the information fusion of the feature map in different spatial and
channel dimensions can be obtained by a mean calculation (shown in Figure 8). The feature
map of the shift pooling is denoted as F3.

Cn

Cn

Cn
Shift Shift

(1+2+3)

(2+3+4)

(Cn+1+2)

(3+4+5)

Element-wise

Mean
F1 F3

Figure 8. Shift pooling module.

The second backbone uses the estimated depth map as input and yields the feature
map F2. The feature map F2 is shifted according to the shift coordinates defined as (gi, gj)
with gi, gj ∈ (int)[1− k/2, k/2− 1], where int is a rounding operation and k is the kernel
size of feature extraction network. The shift coordinates actually determine the shift mode
of the feature map. Three different modes with three dilated convolution rates are selected
to shift F2, which leads to nine different shift results (Figure 9).
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w = 1 w = 2 w = 3

F2

Figure 9. Feature map shift.

The shifted feature maps are further weighted by the learned parameters A1, A2, A3,
with each corresponding to one dilated convolution rate (Figure 1). Weighted features
are summed as F4 Equation (3). An element-wise dot product between F4 and the output
feature F3 of the shift pooling module is calculated to yield the feature map F5 Equation (4),
which is fed into the classification and regression head.

F4 = ∑
r

Ar · ∑
gi ,gj

F(
gi∗r,gj∗r)

2 , (3)

F5 =
1

d · k · k · F3 � F4, (4)

where Ar refers to the weight corresponding to one dilated convolution rate and learned
from the feature extraction network, and d denotes the maximum dilation rate.

In the depth guidance module, since depth values depend on the observed scene, the
weights of dilated convolution filters are dynamically estimated by the depth map. Filters
of different dilated convolution rates also provide various perception fields. Along with
the multiple shift modes, information from different spatial and channel dimensions can
be effectively extracted from the depth map.

4.4. Detection Head

Similar to the framework of M3D-RPN [25], the score s of a detected pedestrian along
with its 2D and 3D anchor is regressed by a series of 1× 1 convolutional layers. The 2D
anchor is denoted by a bounding box with center (x2d, y2d) and size (w2d, h2d). However,
for the 3D anchor, a cylinder is chosen to replace the cube used by M3D-RPN. Thus, the 3D
anchor is represented by its spatial center (x3d, y3d, z3d), the radius r3d, and the height h3d.
Compared to cubes, the cylinder has less degrees of freedom, which is more conducive to
network learning.

4.5. Multi-Task Loss

The proposed network is trained by a multi-task loss for both depth map generation
and 3D cylinder detection. Respectively, the depth map generation network is trained with
a loss Equation (5) as the combination of the variance and a weighted squared mean of the
depth error in log space.

`depth =
1
T

T

∑
i=0

g2
i −

(
1
T

T

∑
i=0

gi

)2

+ (1− λ)

(
1
T

T

∑
i=0

gi

)2

gi =logd̃i − logdi

, (5)

where d̃i is the predicted depth value of pixel i while di stands for its ground truth.
The hyper-parameter λ is to balance between minimizing the variance of error and its
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mean, so that the network can better focus on the details of scene depth and less affected
by the outlier values. In the experiment, λ is set to 0.5. The number T denotes the total
pixels with valid ground truth values.

In 3D detection, the loss is defined in Equation (6), including an entropy loss for
classification and two smooth-L1 losses for parameter regression.

`total =(1− St)
m(`class + `2d + `3d)

`class =− log(St)

`2d =SmoothL1

(
[x2d, y2d, w2d, h2d]

>
gt, [x2d, y2d, w2d, h2d]

>
det

)
`3d =SmoothL1

(
[x3d, y3d, z3d, r3d, h3d]

>
gt, [x3d, y3d, z3d, r3d, h3d]

>
det

) , (6)

where St denotes the classification score and m is a hyper-parameter. Subscript [·]det indicates
the predicted parameter for detection bounding box while [·]gt indicates its groundtruth.

5. Experimental Results

In the proposed framework, experiments are designed to accomplish two tasks, depth
estimation and 3D pedestrian detection. All 48,120 data pairs of FieldSafePedestrian are
divided into three parts, 80% for training, 10% for validation, and 10% for testing.

5.1. Experiments on Depth Estimation Module

The quality of estimated depth map is essential to both the alignment between RGB
and FIR images and the generated filters in the depth guidance module. To implement the
depth estimation module, here two supervised monocular depth estimation networks are
compared, i.e., the BTS [13] and DORN [12]. Their performance is tested by experiments
on daytime and low-light (generated by Cycle-GAN, HSV-25, HSV-50, and HSV-75) images
in the FieldSafePedestrian dataset. Implementation and training details can be found in
their original work [12,13].

For supervised training of depth estimation network, the groundtruth of each image is
elaborated after data preparation in Section 3.1. The associated LiDAR points are projected
to the RGB image plane according to the calibration parameters. The projected image
(shown in Figure 10) can be considered as a sparse matrix whose size is 1024× 544 and
equal to the RGB image. In this matrix, only pixels of projected LiDAR points are assigned
with their depth values, while other pixels are considered as empty (with 0 value).

=
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Figure 10. Projection of associated LiDAR points on the image plane. Projected points on the image plane are interpreted
within a sparse matrix which presents the depth of each pixel value.

Referring to the evaluation protocol in [12], the metrics are absolute relative error
(Abs_Rel) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), formulated as:

Abs_Rel =
1
T ∑̃

d∈T

(
∣∣d̃− d

∣∣/d) , (7)
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RMSE = ∑̃
d∈T

√∥∥d̃− d
∥∥2 , (8)

where d̃ is the predicted depth map and d is its ground truth. T denotes the total pixel
number.

The quantitative experimental results are shown in Table 2. Compared with daytime
test results, both approaches suffer from an increase of Abs_Rel and RMSE on low-light
image testing, due to reduced environmental semantic information by lower illumination.
However, the BTS still outperforms the DORN on various image qualities, which can be
ascribed to two points. First, the BTS employs an improved feature extractor and fuses
feature maps at different resolutions in the output layer of the network. Second, the BTS
also utilizes a local plane guidance module to assist the depth estimation as well as to
speed up the learning convergence. Qualitative results are shown in Figure 11, where the
BTS shows superior performance in distinguishing the far away houses and sky areas.
Based on the test results, BTS is chosen as the depth estimation module in the proposed
network to conduct further experiments.

Table 2. Results of monocular depth estimation.

Approach Abs Rel (↓) RMSE (↓)
DORN (day) 0.192 0.320

DORN (night) 0.390 0.493
BTS (day) 0.151 0.229

BTS (night) 0.306 0.395

Cycle-GAN HSV-50HSV-25 HSV-75

Image

Depth Map
-DORN

Depth Map
-BTS

Raw image

Figure 11. Depth estimation results of monocular RGB images. The bottom area of depth maps by BTS and DORN are
mostly with value 0 due to the blind area of LiDAR and label design. Areas with significant differences of depths are
displayed within red boxes.

5.2. Experiments on 3D Object Detection

For detection evaluation, the protocol follows the NuScenes [35] and the BEV-IOU and
the center distance are chosen as metrics, which provide complementary information to
each other. For the first one, both the predicted cylinder and its groundtruth are projected
on the ground plane and their intersection over the union ratio is calculated in the bird’s eye
view. The second one is directly measured by the Euclidean distance between the centers
of predicted 3D cylinder and its groundtruth. For quantitative evaluation, the threshold
of BEV-IOU is set to 0.1. The thresholds of center distance are set to 0.5, 1, and 2 (meter),
respectively, and their mean precision is also calculated, which is the same as in [35]. In
addition, for all detected positive samples (within 1 m of center distance), reported results
are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in depth direction (along the light ray from object
center to the sensor) and its tangential direction and the MAE of both the radius and height
of the cylinder.
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Similarly to Section 5.1, experiments are conducted on the FieldSafePedestrian dataset.
In this dataset, annotated pedestrians are divided into three difficulty levels according to
their 2D bounding box size, denoted as hard (less then 25 pixels), moderate (25–40 pixels),
and easy (more than 40 pixels). Thus, the average precision is calculated for each level.
The D5F network is also implemented by the PyTorch framework and trained on an Nvidia
2080Ti GPU. The used optimizer is the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), with a mo-
mentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. A “poly” learning rate is utilized, in which
the base learning rate is set to 0.01 and the power to 0.9. The iteration number is set to
40,000. Both the annotated datasets and codes of the D5F approach will be available on-
line (https://github.com/tjiiv-cprg/3D-Pedestrian-Detection-in-Farmland, accessed on
22 July 2021).

5.2.1. Ablation Studies

To explore the proposed network performance with multi-modal data registration
as well as on various illumination conditions, ablation studies are conducted in this ex-
periment. Here two versions of proposed approach are prepared: D5F-RF and D5F-DF.
The former utilizes the dynamic data registration between RGB and FIR images by the
estimated depth map proposed in this approach while the latter utilizes a fixed transform
matrix (estimated by alignment at the first frame) between RGB and FIR cameras to direct
fuse both image types. Test results of both versions are shown in Tables 3–5.

Table 3. Average precision in terms of center distance for three difficulty levels (Dc
easy, Dc

mod, and
Dc

hard).

Approach Dc
easy (↑) Dc

mod (↑) Dc
hard (↑)

D5F-DF 10.97% 9.96% 8.86%
D5F-RF 15.91% 13.51% 11.95%

Table 4. Average precision in terms of BEV-IOU for three difficulty levels (BEV-IOUeasy, BEV-IOUmod,
and BEV-IOUhard).

Approach BEV-IOUeasy (↑) BEV-IOUmod (↑) BEV-IOUhard (↑)
D5F-DF 8.21% 6.48% 5.29%
D5F-RF 13.38% 11.35% 8.83%

Table 5. MAE of radius (R), height (H), and location in depth (Ddep) and tangential direction (Dtang)
of predicted cylinder. Errors are measured in meters.

Approach Ddep (↓) Dtang (↓) R (↓) H (↓)

D5F-DF 0.763 0.445 0.074 0.079
D5F-RF 0.466 0.296 0.038 0.041

Obviously, by adding the data registration module, the D5F-RF significantly outper-
forms the D5F-DF, which demonstrates that dynamic data registration by estimated depth
maps indeed improves the alignment accuracy between RGB and FIR images. Assuming
that the agricultural machinery drives on bumpy field roads, the vibration and noise can
lead to minor changes of extrinsic parameters of the sensor setup. However, the guided
image alignment is dynamically conducted for each individual frame, which reduces the
impact of data misalignment due to changes in external parameters. Thus, the proposed
dynamic image alignment approach shows robustness to vibrations.

Qualitative results are shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that on both daytime
and nighttime images, with the help of data registration, the D5F-RF maintains a higher
detection precision than the D5F-DF, which further verifies the necessity of dynamic
alignment between RGB and FIR images in the fusion-based detection approach.

https://github.com/tjiiv-cprg/3D-Pedestrian-Detection-in-Farmland
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Ground-
truth

D5F-DF

D5F-RF

Figure 12. Detection results of D5F-DF and D5F-RF on test images. Small objects are displayed in a zoomed red window.

5.2.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts

For the experiment, the proposed D5F is compared with three state-of-the-art 3D
pedestrian detection approaches, the D4LCN [30], the M3D-RPN [25], and the PatchNet [29].
The D4LCN regresses object parameters based on depth estimations but only with RGB
images. The M3D-RPN makes predictions directly on learned anchor priors. The PatchNet
learns pseudo LiDAR points and interpret them as images. For fairness, the 3D anchor and
regression parameters are modified in above networks to adapt them to the annotation
setup. All compared approaches are trained on the FieldSafePedestrian dataset. To better
investigate the performance of compared approaches in different working conditions,
the detection results on the daytime and nighttime images are sorted. The test results for
each metric are shown in Tables 6–8.

Table 6. Average precision in terms of center distance for three difficulty levels (Dc
easy, Dc

mod, and
Dc

hard). The best values are displayed in bold.

Approach Dc
easy (↑) Dc

mod (↑) Dc
hard (↑)

PatchNet (day) 19.85% 15.84% 15.36%
M3D-RPN (day) 14.63% 11.76% 9.81%

D4LCN (day) 16.96% 13.68% 11.86%
D5F (day) 19.98% 16.32% 14.93%

PatchNet (night) 9.68% 8.47% 6.88%
M3D-RPN (night) 6.14% 5.97% 3.97%

D4LCN (night) 8.55% 7.39% 5.34%
D5F (night) 11.84% 10.69% 8.97%

Table 7. Average precision in terms of BEV-IOU for three difficulty levels (BEV-IOUeasy, BEV-IOUmod,
and BEV-IOUhard). The best values are displayed in bold.

Approach BEV-IOUeasy (↑) BEV-IOUmod (↑) BEV-IOUhard (↑)
PatchNet (day) 13.69% 11.83% 9.94%

M3D-RPN (day) 11.52% 9.98% 8.69%
D4LCN (day) 14.68% 12.74% 10.42%

D5F (day) 17.29% 14.86% 11.08%

PatchNet (night) 6.96% 5.24% 3.47%
M3D-RPN (night) 4.26% 3.62% 2.32%

D4LCN (night) 6.42% 4.29% 3.88%
D5F (night) 9.46% 7.84% 6.57%
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Table 8. MAE of radius (R), height (H), and location in depth (Ddep) and tangential direction (Dtang)
of predicted cylinder by compared approaches. Errors are measured in meters. The best values are
displayed in bold.

Approach Ddep (↓) Dtang (↓) R (↓) H (↓)

PatchNet (day) 0.596 0.225 0.174 0.124
M3D-RPN (day) 0.752 0.321 0.068 0.078

D4LCN (day) 0.568 0.298 0.029 0.032
D5F (day) 0.430 0.268 0.009 0.011

PatchNet (night) 0.783 0.388 0.396 0.315
M3D-RPN (night) 0.895 0.549 0.091 0.105

D4LCN (night) 0.841 0.510 0.089 0.096
D5F (night) 0.502 0.324 0.066 0.069

As can be seen, all compared approaches achieve high precision on daytime images.
The M3D-RPN performs inferior to other approaches on all metrics. Since the M3D-RPN is
an anchor-based approach, it strongly relies on the priors learned by its anchors. Such a
method is not well adapted to scenes with great variations such as the agricultural field.
In comparison, the other three methods employ depth maps to assist the object detection,
thus achieving an improved precision by better scene adaptability. When choosing the
center distance as the criterion, the D5F performs the best on both easy and moderate
levels, but with a minor gap of 0.4% to the PatchNet on the hard level. That means the
PatchNet performs slightly better than the D5F network on the distance prediction for
distant and small objects. It can be owed to the fact that the pseudo point cloud utilized in
the PatchNet is optimally learned while the D5F network employs an off-the-shelf depth
estimation module. Thus, the regressed depth map by D5F suffers from a sub-optimality
in the entire architecture. However, on the BEV-IOU metric, the D5F performs the best on
all difficulty levels, which implies the D5F outperforms the PatchNet on size prediction for
pedestrians, as shown in the MAE results (Table 8) and proven by the qualitative results
(Figure 13). Considering that the agricultural machinery commonly drive at a low speed,
more attention should be given to the safety of pedestrians at a close and medium distance,
making the D5F approach more applicable.

When testing on low-light images, for all compared approaches, large brightness
reduction leads to a low average precision. From the results displayed in Tables 6 and 7,
the D5F yields the smallest performance degradation after illumination variation. In the
D5F approach, RGB and FIR information are fused while other approaches solely rely on
RGB images. This implies that the FIR image plays an important role in working conditions
when target objects are difficult to distinguish from the background. With the help of FIR
image, the D5F maintains a high detection rate in a low-light environment, which further
proves the benefit of adding FIR information to the network.

Table 9 reports the inference time per frame for compared approaches. Among them,
the anchor-based M3D-RPN achieves the fastest speed of 160 ms per frame. By integrating
depth estimation, the network is slowed down, e.g., the D4LCN takes about 50 ms. Another
overhead of 30 ms is counted for data registration between RGB and FIR images. Thus,
the D5F achieves 240 ms per frame, which is about 180 ms faster than the PatchNet. Note
that, there is still space for accelerating the network inference, e.g., by network compression
or distillation, which is planned in the future work.

Table 9. Inference time per frame of compared approaches.

Approach Time per Frame (s)

PatchNet 0.42
M3D-RPN 0.16

D4LCN 0.21
D5F 0.24
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Ground-
truth

D5F

D4LCN

M3D-RPN

PatchNet

Figure 13. 3D pedestrian detection results on both daytime and nighttime images. Small objects are displayed in a zoomed
red window (in the third column only the small pedestrian on the left image boundary is displayed).

Qualitative detection results on both daytime and low-light images are shown in
Figure 13. It can be seen that when the target is small and far away from the camera,
neither the M3D-RPN nor the D4LCN can detect the target. Only the D5F and PatchNet are
able to detect small pedestrians, displayed in the third column of Figure 13. In nighttime
conditions when target objects are difficult to distinguish from the background, only the
PatchNet and D5F are able to maintain a high detection rate (last two columns of Figure 13).
However, the predicted 3D cylinders by the PatchNet are significantly larger than the
pedestrian body. Thus, the size accuracy of PatchNet is intuitively slightly worse than D5F.

6. Conclusions and Discussions

This paper addressed the driving safety of agricultural machinery in low-light working
conditions by proposing the deep learning framework D5F, which significantly improved
the robustness of 3D pedestrian detection in agricultural environment by fusing FIR and
RGB images. Due to a lack of 3D pedestrian dataset in the agricultural environment,
the new dataset “FieldSafePedestrian” is proposed with augmented nighttime images and
is thus appropriate for evaluation under various illumination conditions. The annotation
of this dataset was assisted by a semi-automatic approach and employed elaborately
designed cylinder labels, which possessed reduced parameters to ease the model learning.
Additionally, a depth-guided registration approach was proposed to address the dynamic
alignment between RGB and FIR images. Its advantages over direct image fusion were
validated through experiments on field images, with an accuracy increase of 3.9% and 4.5%
in terms of center distance and BEV-IOU, respectively.

In future work, the potential of the proposed approach should be explored to generate
more stable and accurate object detection results, e.g., by further employing attention
mechanism for better feature extraction from low quality RGB images. Since the proposed
dataset only consists of ordinary daytime and nighttime images, it will be augmented with
more scenarios such as overexposure and adverse weathers. Current data is only captured
by sensors installed on the front side of the tractor. A different sensor setup such as the
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on-board installation may provide an elevated view, in which the detection is supposed to
improve, especially in crowded scenarios. This is also included in the future work.
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